BENCHMARKING REPORT

PART I

VOLUNTEER COORDINATORS’ SKILLS NEEDS

COMPILED AND EDITED BY UNIVERSITY OF HUMANITIES AND ECONOMICS IN LODZ

UNDER THE PROJECT FUTUR3

Volunteer managers are in the vanguard of the new volunteering environment and potentially in piloting entirely new hybrids of how we deliver core social goods through a combination of private, public and third sector engagement. They need a strategic framework, strong training and support and a secure mandate to work their magic and transform potential into gold\(^1\).
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Introduction

This report is a result of a benchmarking analysis conducted in ten European countries (Bulgaria, Finland, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Turkey and the United Kingdom) between October 2015 and August 2016. Benchmarking compares an organisation’s practices, processes and products against the world’s best. Our analysis focuses on two issues: the structure of the third sector in the 10 countries, and volunteer coordinators’ perceptions of their skills needs.

Comparing current levels of performance to the highest standards, identifying who performs at spectacular levels helps set a standard towards which we can aspire.

The process of benchmarking involves:
- Finding best practice
- Studying it in detail
- Planning to exceed that performance

Planned performance goes beyond the best practice, otherwise benchmarking is only mimicking.

Several different kinds of best practice standards are available for comparison:
- Comparative standards, or comparing current performance to similar individuals or organisations (“Here is how we are going relative to our best competitors”.)
- Goal standards, or comparing current performance to the publicly stated goals (“Here is how we are doing compared to the goals we have established”).
- Improvement standards, or comparing current performance with improvements made in the past (“Here is how we are doing compared to our improvement trends of the past year”)

---


- Ideal standards, or comparing current performance with an idea or perfect standard (“Here is how we are doing relative to a zero defect standard”.)
- Stakeholder expectations, or comparing current performance with the expectations of customers, employees, or other stakeholders (“Here is how we are doing in meeting customer demands”.)

Which standard of comparison is most appropriate depends on what opportunities exist, which standard has the most legitimacy with organisation members and which standard is perceived to be reachable. The purpose or these comparisons is to highlight the opportunities available by finding a higher level of performance and showing the possibility of achieving it.

Identifying benchmark standard helps ensure the new information, new ideas and new perspectives will be improved, and that standards not considered possible before may become realistic.

The analysis has been prepared according to the following methodological assumptions:
1) Desk research type of analysis focused on several main points: organisational and human resources potential of NGO sector,
2) An on-line questionnaire,
3) Interviews with experts,
4) A search for the best practices related to projects, activities supporting voluntary work and involvement of citizens in the work for social organisations.

In our study we wanted to answer two basic questions:
1) How will the development strategy of the NGO sector in Europe evolve?
2) What kind of competencies will be necessary for effective work with volunteers in future organisations?

The empirical reflections were based on theoretical assumptions about third-sector development in contemporary Europe, which were contained in 4 development scenarios.
CHAPTER 1. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK. DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS.

In building a scenario model for this work, we consulted NGO employees and various global megatrend analyses.\(^4\)

1. Status quo scenario (adapting to constant change)

Globalisation is considered the most important characteristic of our times\(^5\). It is understood as abstract and non-institutionalized political, social, economic, cultural and demographic processes independent from specific national territories, taking place in the supralocal zone. It can be analysed as the increasing density of international and global interactions in comparison with local or state relations\(^6\) (which are a result of trade liberalisation, internationalisation of production, capital and global consumption creating the world system), as a movement and the flow of people, technology, capital, entertainment and ideology (it includes the air, sea, rail and road, postal, telephone, television and IT transport systems), as the era of the cosmopolitan boundlessness in which the new "turbo capitalistic"\(^7\) order is supposed to be based on the free market mechanisms and in the category of complexity or "the new physics", which aims to explain the relations in a world where everything has become fluent, changeable and unstable\(^8\), and state sovereignty has been replaced with a mobile power system.

Since the mid-1990s, we have been able to observe a real „flood” of NGOs. John Kean writes about the dynamic non-governmental system of related social-economic institutions, which covers the whole earth and whose effects are observed everywhere. These non-governmental institutions and actors


\(^5\) Guy Standing believes that the time of globalisation is over because of the financial crisis in 2008. Martin Albrow, who created the concept of Global Age proposes the thesis that the era of earth globalisation, „European millennium” or „European history of the world” is already finished and now entered a phase of epilogue. This means that there is no such place in the world where we could appear as the first, or you cannot comment on any topic without referring to the existing discourse. See: P. Sloterdijk, *Kryształowy Pałac. O filozoficzną teorii globalizacji*, Wyd. Krytyki Politycznej, Warszawa 2011, p. 194-195.


have the tendency to the pluralization of power and the problematization of violence, and as a consequence, the effects of their actions are peaceful and observed everywhere, far and near, in the local area and at the global level. They create a global civil society built from individuals, ventures and businesses, non-profit organisations, social movements, diverse communities, celebrities, intellectuals, think tanks, charities, lobby groups, protest movements, independent media, groups and websites, trade unions, employers' federations, international commissions, sports organisations, all creating a multi-level, closely related space.

2. Loose communities scenario
Due to globalisation and the intensification of the processes of individualization, the situation for societies functioning in the framework of the nation state changed. In this case for Ulrich Beck, the author of The Risk Society, collective identities no longer play such a great role, and institutions are directed towards the individual and not the group. Therefore, we are looking for new ways of active participation in society. Entities are constructed in an open, discursive process of interaction, and not as it was in the industrial society through work, which is also a condition of accessing democratic rights.

In the recent past in the western environment of institutionalised safety, there was a qualitative change in the perception of social order. Since the beginning every society has known the risk situations uniting them, but Beck divides the dangers into ones on which we do not have any influence and into controlled risks. In his opinion, premodern dangers were attributed to gods and demons, and the concept of risk is a contemporary thing because it is connected with human decisions. Since the 1970s we have moved towards a situation, which Beck describes as “the global risk society.”

According to Beck, the danger has “a power of destruction the same as war” and changes the shape of social inequalities because as far as poverty is hierarchical the democratic danger affects both poor and rich. We all have

---

become members of "the global risk community” and our well-being is determined by fear. The value of security has displaced other values and has become a global consumer good that is publicly organised.

Anthony Giddens, the British sociologist, sees the global social sphere a little differently. According to him, we live in a time when the possibilities of changes have ended and we suffer because of their lack. Conservatism has become radical and radical socialism conservative. Social life has one thing in common, i.e. “the generated uncertainty.” And although life has always been risky, generated risk is the result of human intervention in the social life conditions and nature\textsuperscript{11}.

Zygmunt Bauman has some concerns about the openness proposed by Giddens. Today society is associated with the negative effects of globalisation and whims of fate, a population weakened by the force which it is not able to understand, scared by its own vulnerability and falling into an obsession over sealing borders and the security of individuals living in it\textsuperscript{12}. What is the most characteristic for the open society of our time is the fear caused by the uncertainty of the present and the future. This fear triggers a sense of helplessness. Its consequence is a growing “production of meaning and identity”: my community, my city, my neighbourhood, my street, my tenement, my environment, my room, my tree, etc.\textsuperscript{13}

Defenceless against the global storm, people want to be themselves, they become less able to make decisions. The only thing that local areas, more and more fragmentized, localised and more powerless against the versatility of global space of flows, can do is to block these flows, and thus lead to its marginalisation\textsuperscript{14}. Richard Sennett\textsuperscript{15} sees in these processes the fall of the public man and the slow reduction of an urban public space. Unification and

\textsuperscript{12} Z. Bauman, Płynne czasy. Życie w epoce niepewności, Wydawnictwo Sic!, Warszawa 2007., p. 15-16.
\textsuperscript{13} M. Castells, The power of Identity, Blackwell 1997, p. 61.
functionality of the city area make it more readable and logical but are also connected with the disintegration of social ties and local networks.

Societies deprived of diversity are characterised by distrust in relations with other people, intolerance, reluctance to "others" and an obsessive devotion to "law and order" which enhance class, ethnic and racial divisions. In this type of society, identity is based on the illusory sense of equality and being similar. In the past, cities were created to ensure the safety of citizens against an external enemy; today they are associated with the fear of an internal enemy. That is why there are strategies of avoidance and separation\textsuperscript{16}, also within classes, manifested in building closed, guarded neighbourhoods, city structure drainage towards suburbs and shopping centres, or creating enclaves of poverty.

Now a nomad is a figure living in these areas. The idea of nomadism is taken from the experience of real nomadic people but it also refers to a critical consciousness that is opposed to closure within the socially coded ways of thinking and behaviour\textsuperscript{17}. For Gilles Deleuze, being a nomad involves crossing the borders, which is why the nomadic consciousness is a kind of political resistance against hegemony. Ajrun Appadurai describes the phenomenon of deterritorialization of cultures, which is manifested by the creation of new diasporas and ethno-landscapes\textsuperscript{18} - people living in the changing world around them: tourists, migrants, asylum seekers, deportees, seasonal workers and other moving groups and individuals forming an important dimension of the present and influencing international politics. Rooted territorial human communities are now less stable and increasingly filled with variables and diverse ethno-landscape of foreign populations.

3. Growing inequalities scenario
In the nineteenth century, industrial capitalism began to develop at a truly dizzying pace and the dissimilarities and inequalities between the owners of

the capital and all the others grew as well. However, the revolutions of the twentieth century brought the introduction of social security systems and pensions, the legalisation of trade unions and the right to protest as well as the introduction of personal income tax\textsuperscript{19}. Today we witness a situation similar to the one from a century ago. Pierre Rosnavallon suggests that it happened because institutions of social solidarity undergo a crisis: their efficiency has decreased and a stigmatisation of their recipients has appeared. It is associated with the development of globalised capitalism and the individualization of society\textsuperscript{20}.

Guy Standing, the British sociologist, believes that the era of globalisation (1975-2008) was a time in which the economy destroyed the ties with society as the financiers and neoliberal economists wanted to create a global market economy based on competitiveness and individualism. The submission to the rules of the market led to the creation of a global production system based on a network of businesses and flexible work practices. Economic growth was the aim. "Commodification" was its effect, i.e. to treat everything as a commodity for purchase and sale\textsuperscript{21}.

The expectation that states should increase the flexibility of the labour market very quickly became a justification for the transfer of risk to workers and their families- that is the process of re-commodification of labour. Its outcome was the creation of a global precariat consisting of many millions of people around the globe, deprived of a stable point of reference, meaning permanent employment. Under the concept of the precariat, we understand the neologism that combines the adjective "uncertain" (precarious) with associated noun “proletariat” (proletariat). Certainly, the precariat is now a class in the process of making. It was created because a new division appeared in the place of former social classes. At the top of it, there is the "elite", which consists of a small number of global wealthy citizens.

\textsuperscript{19} In 1913 almost 53% of the national wealth of France belonged to the 1% of the population. In 1984 to up to 20%. In the USA in 1929 almost 10% of the wealthiest controlled 50% of the assets and in the 50s less than 35%. In Sweden, the level of the wealthiest controlling the national economic assets decreased from 46 to 23% from the beginning of the century to 80s.


Below them, there are "wage-earners" employed full-time and located in corporations, government agencies and public administration. At the same level, there is a group of "experts" (proficians). This concept combines the traditional idea of "a professional" and "a technician" that obtain high earnings on contracts as consultants and by working as self-employed. Below "experts" there is a shrinking group of manual workers, in the past called "working class". Under these groups, next to the unemployed and those living on the margins of society, there is a growing precariat.

The precariat is experiencing anger, anomie, anxiety and alienation. Their frustration appears not only because the representatives of a new class "are tempted" by the whole life in a flexible work (with all its dangers) but also because these positions do not allow you to build a relationship based on mutual trust, developed in a traditional and meaningful structures or networks. The precariat doesn't have also any possibilities of social mobility which results in the lack of commitment. Experiencing unemployment is also a part of living in the precariat.

4. Technical scenario

Marshal McLuhan\textsuperscript{22}, the Canadian communication theorist, was among the first to note that due to the new technology, the world has shrunk to the size of "the global village." the spread of television has created "a new galaxy of communication" - the mass media system. In the 1980s, there was a further transformation of the media, and cultural products have become easy to move. With the development of the internet its consumers have become both content creators and builders of the network. This network (World Wide Web) enabled the grouping of the projects and interests and in this way created individualised interactive communication\textsuperscript{23}.

The Internet is a message- that is how Manuel Castells titles one of the chapters of The Internet Galaxy. The rapid spread of the Internet took place around 1995 when the World Wide Web first became really accessible. There

\textsuperscript{22} M. McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy: The Making of Typographic Man (1962) and Understanding Media (1964).
were approximately sixteen millions of computer network users in the world then. In 2001 there were more than four hundred millions, in 2005 a billion, in 2010 two billions\textsuperscript{24}. Human actions are based on communication and the Internet changes our way of communication, so it has an impact on our lives, just as we affect it and its development by how we use it, creating a new kind of contacts - a socio-technical one.

CHAPTER 2. RESULTS OF THE BENCHMARKING ANALYSIS

Analyses were carried out according to the principles of scientific methodology; however, the results are not representative.

As it is with most international studies, data standardisation problems may occur, and thus there might be a problem with the generalisation of our conclusions. However, as this is a benchmarking report, this is understandable.

1) The legal inconsistency of NGO entities in different European countries, e.g.: churches and religious communities are in the same categories in Bulgaria, while in many other countries they are treated as separate legal entities, unless they have registered non-profit entities operating in accordance with the general rules; the same doubts appear in the global sectoral comparisons conducted in projects like The Johns Hopkins Comparative Nonprofit Sector Project (JHU CNP),

2) Different ways of defining the level of participation and formalization of NGO entities, which in some countries are recognized only by a formal membership, while in other countries occasional actions on a voluntary basis are taken into consideration as well; an example of this kind of phenomenon are entities called “unrecognized associations” in the Italian system which are entities engaging citizens in an occasional but at the same time the most common way (in Italy there are 141 000 of such entities in comparison with 68 000 of formalized entities),

3) It is extremely difficult to define standardised categories describing areas of NGOs activities; this is due to two reasons: 1) the flexible criteria for the delimitation of areas of NGOs activity are applied, 2) there are organisations which at the same time deal with several areas of activity in the public sphere,
4) You cannot forget about the problem connected with the correctness of data used in statistical comparisons (very often statistics are old or are not verified e.g., in Poland the KRS registry is a “registry of birth”, there is no legal obligation to close business activity of associations and foundations); statistical data are also extremely difficult to standardize because of the diversity of definition. International studies in this field are conducted relatively rarely, and because of that, the comparison in the project FUTUR3 is gaining importance.

Due to such dilemmas relating to the collected data, the report relies also on information collected in “The third sector in Poland and EU- sources of acquiring data and the methodology of comparing the NGO sector in Poland and the EU in the context of the implementation of the Cohesion Policy in the financial perspective 2007-2013” report.


The first phase of the research was based on data collected by the partner countries in the project. In the process of desk research about local information, which was based on a very wide variety of sources as information is scattered, on the third sector we focus on:

1) General information about third sector in our countries: number of active organisations, number of active organisations sorted by their categories (associations, foundations, professional organisations, faith-based social organisations)

2) Information about the existing skill base in the third sector; the area of mission-related activity: voluntary work (the number of volunteers) compared with paid work, forms of employment in the third sector (permanent employment or temporary employment)

25 Stowarzyszenie Klon-Jawor 2014, Ekspertyza powstała na zamówienie Departamentu Pożytku Publicznego MPiPS.
3) Information about skills needed in the third sector: skills required of an NGO\(^{26}\) - local contexts, local databases, existing educational proposals (courses, university degrees etc.)

**1.1 Basic data. The scale of the sector and specific legal forms.**

Making a comparison of basic data illustrating the strength of the third sector in the partner countries, we need to pay attention to the different legal approaches to non-governmental actors. In most of the partner countries, two main legal forms dominate: foundations and associations. However, in many countries non-profit sector includes organisations with special status.

In Hungary, the legal definition of non-profit organisations includes: foundations, public foundations, public benefit companies, non-profit enterprises, public law associations, voluntary mutual insurance funds and social organisations, the functioning of which is regulated by the law on associations.

The Italian Civil Code from 1942 distinguishes the following legal forms of non-governmental organisations: associations (*associazioni*), foundations (*fondazioni*), cooperatives (*cooperative sociali*). The other acts introduced non-governmental organisations (associations and foundations), voluntary organisations, social enterprises and cooperatives.

In Poland, Romania and Latvia the law distinguishes two basic legal forms: associations and foundations, which by meeting certain criteria may acquire the status of public benefit organisation. Church organisations and religious communities are excluded from the sectoral indexes unless they are registered according to a chosen legal form.

In Bulgaria the system is slightly different as religious organisations are a part of the non-government sector and more than a half of them have a large organisation charter (over 100 members).

\(^{26}\) Global Development Research Centre, Skills required of an NGO http://www.gdrc.org/ngo/ngo-skills.html
A special legal status can be found in the UK as well. The charity status entitles you to apply for a grant for the realisation of public tasks but obliges you to annual reporting. In studies connected with organisations such as charities it is rarely taken into account what type of legal form it represents (as the charity status applies to legal entities like trusts, Unincorporated Associations (unregistered association), Companies limited by guarantee (CLG) and Industrial and Provident Societies), or its origin- private or clerical. At the same time, a number of researchers try to reach another type of registered organisations, which do not have a charity status, as well as unregistered organisations, by as they admit it is a difficult task.

Because of the diverse nature of these entities for further analysis we focused only on two legal forms, however, it can happen that the real picture of social participation can be distorted by not taking into consideration the national specifics (e.g. Italy).

**Figure 1. Foundations and associations in partner countries.**

![Number of organizations](image)

In the quantitative context, a decisive advantage can be found in the number of formal non-governmental bodies observed in Italy, the UK and Finland. Such an order of ranking is not surprising in the case of the first two countries, because of the number of citizens in those countries (over 50 millions). At the
same time, Turkey came relatively low with around 75 million of inhabitants. However, in the case of Turkey, we can expect different, more traditional forms of civic activities. It seems that a hypothesis about the influence of a country’s political system on the formation and development of civil society and its actors can be placed here. Undeniably, civil society organisations can function efficiently only within a democratic system, where as a part of an open public sphere they are a sign of civic freedoms and a sign of public opinion functioning autonomously of the current government. So, the older democracies are the more developed and efficient non-governmental organisations we can observe in them.

Italy's low position in this ranking is connected with omitting in the following table "unrecognised" associations and social cooperatives. These two forms of organising social activities have a huge impact on the state of Italian civil society and the economy. In Italy, there are 141,000 unrecognised associations and 4,500 of social cooperatives. Just to compare, in 2014 there were 61,000 recognised associations and 3,000 foundations. These two types of organisations, not included in the table above, represent one of the most important employers in the NGO sector in Italy. According to the report "Conditions for development of the social economy in Italy", employment in unrecognised associations is around 16,000, in cooperatives 5,000, and in associations and foundations, the employment level does not exceed 12,000. As we can see, these special legal forms of the NGO sector in Italy are one of the most important actors activating citizens.

The level of indicators in Finland is a definite phenomenon in the context of the level of formalisation of non-governmental entities. This was confirmed in an attempt to standardise the data. Using the conversion of the number of non-governmental entities for every 10,000 residents allows to identify the leaders among our partners which include: Finland (248 organisations for 10,000 inhabitants), Hungary (65,6 organisations for 10,000 citizens), Latvia with the index of 53 organisations for 10,000 residents and Romania (46 organisations for 10,000 citizens). This indicator of organising non-

governmental sector in other countries received a value below 20, and the lowest formalised civic activity was recorded in Turkey (ratio value - 14.3).

**Figure 2. Number of NGOs per 10,000 residents.**

On the one hand, the high level of social commitment in Finland is not new—the Nordic countries belong to the group of countries with the highest indicators of almost all signs of civil society (e.g. the level of volunteerism, social trust, voter turnout, the importance of local governments etc.)

The development of non-governmental organisations is closely correlated with social, political, cultural and even religious determinants. Apart from the aforementioned context, it is also difficult to easily interpret presented data in a historical perspective. While preparing a comparative analysis of this phenomenon, it is important to remember about the whole range of socio-political situations and culture in which it is manifested, and not to forget the historical and traditional dimension. Consequently, these factors may contribute to the diversity of NGOs in the European Union and their functioning.

Finally, it can be said that the Nordic model of civic culture is an out of reach pattern of civil society for many countries in Europe. In countries like Finland, Sweden and Norway, social activity is seen as a pleasure that comes from working with people and from work for their community. On the other hand,
noticeable successes in the civic sphere intensify scientific investigations in the field of efficiency of such models of society. During the analysis of the role of the non-governmental sector in the public system, the remarkable performance of civic commitment is observed. According to research undertaken by the University of Helsinki for the Sivis Study Centre\(^28\), very high parameters of development of III sector are justified by economic factors: 1 euro spent on voluntary work generates an income of 6 euro in social returns.

It is extremely difficult to generalise in terms of the main areas of NGOs work in the partner countries. The traditionally understood concept of civil society indicates the concentration of activities in the field of self-help, social support and education. In the context of collected data, we can say that the main area of non-profit organisation activities is sport and hobbies, as was noted in the case of 5 countries. However, it can be related to the legal resolutions of sports activities, organised e.g. in public places (schools), as it is in Poland, where student sports clubs are almost a natural match to the public infrastructure.

The main areas of activities per country:

- **Bulgaria** - social services 21%, education and research 14%
- **Finland** - culture 24 %, sport 19,4 %
- **Hungary** – recreation 29 %, development 20%, advocacy 20%
- **Latvia** - sport, recreation 20%, charity 20%
- **Poland** - sport, recreation, hobby 34%, education 15%
- **Portugal**: Social services and emergency and rescue services 20,9 %, local development, training and employment 14 %
- **UK**: education, upbringing 51%, services to the general public 37%
- **Romania** – education 21,7 % sport and recreation 14%
- **Italy** – sport and recreation 59%, social services 11%, health 8%.

\(^28\) [http://www.helsinki.fi/ruralia/julkaisut/pdf/Raportteja70.pdf](http://www.helsinki.fi/ruralia/julkaisut/pdf/Raportteja70.pdf)
1.2 People in organisations.

During the desk research, we tried to get to the information, studies and characteristic of a specific group of employers: managers or coordinators of voluntary work. This aim resulted from the basic assumptions of the FUTUR3 project, which are oriented around the professionalisation of NGO sector activities in the field of working with volunteers. The empirical part of the project works to determine the training needs of professionals who work directly with volunteers in their organisations. Unfortunately, in terms of such research objectives, you cannot establish international conclusions. The nature of research is different in every country. The differences are connected with analysed topics and completeness of the research. Therefore, our observations are fragmentary, but sufficient for a benchmarking study.

In this report, we present data describing the level of volunteering in the various partner countries and selected problems of employers in organisations, including the motivation for social activity and their training preferences.

Volunteering is an important indicator of the vitality of civil society. Its level in the partner countries is presented in Figure 3.
The highest level of volunteering was found in Finland and the UK, which confirms a particularly good condition of NGO sector in these countries. However, the high level of this indicator in Bulgaria and Poland seems really interesting. In the case of Poland, it is worth to mention about the mass voluntary actions carried out under the WOŚP Foundation, which involves in its activities over 200,000 volunteers every year. Annual money collection for this organisation has become a common custom. In Bulgaria, a high index of volunteering can be explained by the legal definition of the third sector organisation, which includes organisations with a religious profile.

As a result of a deeper analysis of volunteerism in this country, it can be also said that it is the domain of women, aged 30-50 (40% of volunteers in Bulgaria) and with a higher level of education (56% of volunteers). In the case of Bulgaria, we can also talk about the numerous groups of volunteers acting
on behalf of a single organisation: 27% of organisations work with more than 20 volunteers, 17% use between 11 and 20 volunteers\textsuperscript{29}.

In the context of the profile and the level of volunteering in the partner countries, it is important to notice the regularity recorded in the study conducted in Portugal. Registered and formal volunteering dominates among young people, the unemployed, the well-educated and single individuals. Older volunteers that have higher education, are unemployed, in separation or divorced tend to participate in informal volunteering. This conclusion seems natural. For young people, who gain experience in bigger cities, the work experience or formal membership in a NGO is a way of developing professional qualifications. Older people work for non-governmental organisations on a voluntary and informal basis. During their work for these organisations they share their experience and perhaps treat this activity as a form of spending their free time.

In Italy, there is also a specific situation. For typical non-governmental sector legal forms (associations and foundations), voluntary work is defined at the level of 52,000 individuals (about 12,000 employees). However, if you count all the citizens' involvement in all third-sector forms of activity, the level of participation will increase to 178,000 volunteers and 33,000 full-time employees. The unique concertation of these indicators was recorded in:

- unacknowledged associations: 115 thousand volunteers (in recognized association around 50 thousands),
- social cooperatives - 30 thousand volunteers and 210 thousand employees; increase of volunteering and women’s employment (in 2005 16 thousand women and 15 thousand men engage in voluntary work; employed women - 156 thousands and employed men - 55 thousands).

In most of the countries, we have observed the high educational attainment of people working in civil society organisations as employees or volunteers, as most of them hold a higher education degree. In Turkey, 43% of volunteers have at least a bachelor’s degree; 36,3% of them have a high-school diploma,

\textsuperscript{29} Study on the practices in the governance of NPOs in Bulgaria (2005).
and 20.7% have finished primary or secondary school. Based on this information and evidence from other countries, it can be said that people working in voluntary organisations mostly consists of educated people. The United Kingdom is one of the countries where the monitoring of employees and volunteers is relatively well developed. Reports collected each year from organisations such as charities, which work thanks to public funds, allow observations of human competence resources in the NGO sector. In the official data, you can find the following conclusions: the level of education of human resources in NGOs is higher than in the private sector.

According to the UK-based National Council of Voluntary organisations (NCVO), in 2015 36% of the workforce in the private sector had a university or other higher education degree or qualification, whereas in the voluntary sector the proportion was 58%, which was close to the 62-per cent share of employers with a higher education qualification in the public sector.

The fundamental difference is in the form of involvement in work in the NGO sector. In most of the countries, there are similar dependencies: NGO organisations base their activity on unpaid work. In Turkey 57% of voluntary organisations do not have any paid staff, and only 32.8% paid for work. 85% of the voluntary organisations that have salaried employees acknowledge that their salaried employees find their capacities insufficient, and 71% of the volunteer organisations having employees working with volunteers find their capacity insufficient in this field. 61.7% of paid employees work in services; 14.4% of them work in administration; 6.9% of them work in accounting, and only 14.2% of them are specialists. In Poland, only 35% of organisations declare employment on the basis of a permanent contract, another 20% employ workers occasionally on the basis of civil contracts. Unique observations were noted in Hungary: full-time employment in 2010 declared 67% of organisations, part-time- 27%.

Finally, the following tendencies should be mentioned:
- NGO staff holds a high level of education,

30 M. Yegen, E. F. Keyman, M. A. Caliskan, U. U. Tol, Türkiye’de Gönüllü Kuruluşlarda Sivil Toplum Kültürü
http://tr.yada.org.tr/pdf/d74fb3e0cab68964840d915cbb98432f.pdf
31 https://data.ncvo.org.uk/a/almanac16/workforce-2/#Employee_profile
employment under a permanent contract is relatively rare, only in Hungary, a high percentage of paid involvement in work in the organisation was recorded- 67% of organisations,
a higher level of involvement of volunteers in the work of NGOs recorded in Finland and the UK is associated with relatively well-developed system of co-operation with the public sector, which manifests itself e.g. by subsidising the activities of the NGO sector from public funds,
motivations of involvement in the form of voluntary work depend on the age of the participant, as for young people it is associated with professional motivations, but for for mature people motivation of co-participation in the community appears.

The last issue connected with the desk research referred to the initial assessment of the training needs of people working in the NGO sector, which appears in the national survey conclusions. The order of indications differed in some of the partner countries. In Bulgaria, employees in the NGO sector needed training in teamwork, relations with the public, media and other institutions, project work, local fundraising and campaning and research on the needs of vulnerable groups. These needs can be described as necessary qualifications in terms of the traditional work of local organisation functioning on a project basis. The need for training looks slightly different among Finnish employees and activists who see their special need for education in the field of social media and electronic communications and as some organisations plan for mergers and due to growing complexity, there is a need for new kinds of management and financial specialists. Other training needs relate to networks and “lobbying” skills and commitment for volunteering.

In the UK, the three basic areas that can strengthen the activity of NGOs are:
1) mobilising
   • Share the vision
   • Identify a range of roles
   • Make the “big ask”
2) managing
   • Induction and training
   • Team building
• Supervision
• Administration

3) maintaining
• Realistic expectations
• Effective communication
• Celebration
• Relationships with stakeholders

In the UK the training needs are concentrated around the universal tasks, connected with the organisation and people management. In all countries, however, there are needs connected with communication skills and the effective involvement of volunteers. The needs to develop technological skills that appear in many studies seem to be an important conclusion, especially that NGO sector in the Nordic countries seems to be a model for other nations. At the same time, we must remember that young volunteers are particularly interested in the modern forms of communication and promotion. Globalisation and social media do not have boundaries and are in the life of youth in all the partner countries.

In the context of such training needs of employees and members in many organisations, we wanted to look closely at the educational offers in the partner countries trying to determinate whether they are a part of the formal education or are they a part of market or non-governmental offer.

1.3 The educational offer

In most of the partner countries, education addressed to the NGO sector is informal in character: it is non-governmental or private. It is not included in formal education, and if we find such educational offers, they usually relate to education at the postgraduate level. This type of education is voluntary and educational offers for specialists in non-governmental organisations are not so common. This is mainly due to the fact that the profile of education does not determine the employment in an association or foundation. It seems that the path to higher competencies among NGO sector workers in most of the partner countries looks as follows: decisions on the
choice of further education connected with the development of the sector result from earlier employment in third sector, and gaining professional skills is connected with a wide range of informal training. The inclusion of education of professional staff of NGOs in the formal educational system is recorded in our data only in Finland, the UK and Turkey. In all these countries alongside the public education system, the forms of non-formal education are developing. There may be other educational offers available in all the partner countries, also on the formal level, but these were not discovered through our desk research.

In Finland the education offer is mostly in non-formal education, but there is an interesting educational solution of outsourcing tasks by public institutions in the field of formal education to selected NGOs. In a few cases higher education and other institutions accept and accredit courses that have been taken at study centres (non-formal adult education providers focusing on the voluntary sector) or professional organisations or even NGOs. These courses are added into the ETCS system and have the same importance as other non-compulsory courses taken during the education process. Study centres, adult education centres and others also give courses on NGO/volunteering issues. In addition, there is no one educational path, but some institutions like Universities of Applied Science (former polytechnics) offer a degree programme (bachelor’s level EQF6) in Civic activity and youth work. The biggest provider in this area is the Humanities UAS HUMAK, which has 5 campuses. Many graduates work as volunteer managers etc. It is also possible to take a professionally oriented master’s degree in the field. UAS bachelor’s graduates from social work etc. programmes also often work in the third sector. There is also a vocational qualification on youth work and leisure activities, where one specialisation is civic activity (EQF4). There is a specialist vocational qualification (NQF5) on NGO management, often completed by people with HE degrees.

At university level in Finland, there is one master’s programme (EQF7) offered by the University of Jyväskylä. The Master’s degree in Civil Society is based on university education, mostly in research of civil society, but dissertations are often done in cooperation with NGOs.
In the UK there are some institutions that offer courses on the postgraduate level and they are a channel for managers with three or more years of management experience. For instance, The Cass Business School London offers courses directly for people working in charity organisations, for example in NGO Management. This course is focus on the specific needs of the staff, trustees and volunteers working in international NGOs - particularly those whose activities are focused on working with the poor and vulnerable in the developing world. It is aimed at those currently working in the sector, but also at people exploring a career shift into the international development sector and consultants looking to develop their expertise in the NGO sector. The course focuses on the rapidly evolving context of international development. It explores the implication for NGOs of such trends as the changing role of civil society, altering aid flows, increased funding for humanitarian and security work, shifting North-South relations, the impact of new digital technologies, the moves to greater collaboration and the increasing influence of the private sector in the development process. Other training: Voluntary Sector Management provide an advanced route for management and leadership development within the voluntary and community sector to encourage career development and higher standards of effectiveness amongst senior managers in the sector. The programme was developed in partnership with nine leading charities. It is aimed at those currently working in the sector.32

We can find another example of an educational offer directed for NGO managers in the UK in the Institute of Leadership and Management. They offered training in the Management of Volunteers (Level 3 and 5). ILM works with more than 350 Further Education and Higher Education colleges across the UK. They work with a global network of 2,500 expert training providers, employers and academic institutions. This qualification prepares people who want work as a manager in the third sector, or are a practicing managers and want to improve their performance to gain a solid foundation in the specific set of skills they need to manage volunteers. This qualification includes units focusing on: management issues specific to volunteers, including promoting

32 https://www.cass.city.ac.uk/courses/masters/charity-courses/voluntary-sector-management
volunteering in organisations, working with people, building relationships and managing performance, fundamental competencies and getting results, from problem – solving to planning and monitoring workloads.\textsuperscript{33}

Spreading knowledge about the third sector in the UK is a task of National Council for Voluntary Organisations, which is a platform of the voluntary sector. The NCVO supports voluntary organisations by connecting and representing them. They represent the voluntary sector and volunteering towards the government through research used to demonstrate the value of civil society and to help influence policy-makers. Supporting voluntary organisations is done by generating and identifying knowledge and expertise. NCVO has a diverse community of over 12,000 member organisations – a third of the voluntary sector workforce in England. They help them by providing expert support and advice and by keeping them up to date with the news that affects them. One of their activities is an online portal that publishes research publications and good practice banks.\textsuperscript{34}

In Turkey we have found many examples of training and programmes directed for NGO managers.

While a number of recent training programmes in Turkey have been launched to provide training and support, demand still outweighs the supply. In addition, training tends to be focused on new or emerging organisations, leaving more experienced NGOs without support on how to advance their organisations to the next level. Finally, a lack of resources and organisational management skills limits NGOs’ ability to recruit and compensate professional staff, resulting in a conundrum of limitations with skills and capacity.

The trainings in Turkey can be divided into two main sections, which are General Capacity Building Training and Needs-Based Training. General Capacity Building Training courses consist of training and business visits held in thematic areas. Needs-Based Training is particularly designed for the needs and problems of professionals working at NGOs.

\textsuperscript{33}https://www.i-l-m.com/Learning-and-Development/management/volunteer-management/8309-level-3-management-of-volunteers
\textsuperscript{34}https://www.ncvo.org.uk/about-us
1. Academic Training Programmes for NGOs

- **Fatih University, Non-Governmental Organisations, Master’s Degree Programme**

  The Institute of Social Sciences at Fatih University includes a non-thesis program on Non-Governmental Organisations. Within this programme, NGOs are supposed to work effectively, efficiently and in the most appropriate way to be a national and international actor, to be successful in competition with Europe and the world, and to work professionally with an amateur spirit.

- **İstanbul University, NGOs and Social Responsibility, Master’s Degree Programme (STK vSosyal Sorumluluk Tezsiz Yüksek Lisans Programı)**

  The aim of this programme is to meet the requirements of NGOs related to qualified staff/administrators, and to train professionals who will conduct corporate social responsibility projects. In addition, the target group of this programme will be the employees who work in national or international NGOs or at public relations / customer relations/ corporate social responsibility projects departments at public and private institutions, the leaders of political parties and pressure groups, and the managers of project management units at public bodies (such as development agencies, ministries, governorships, municipalities).

- **İstanbul Bilgi University, Social Projects and Management of Non-Governmental Organisations, Master’s Degree Programme**

  İstanbul Bilgi University has tried to address the needs of the civil society field since 2003 by publications, certificate programmes and field studies. Starting from 2014-2015 term, this graduate (MA) programme will set out to address the need for professionally trained staff in NGOs, as well as to conduct high quality academic studies in this
field. Students can prefer to focus on 'Civil Society Studies' or 'NGO Management' for their thesis and elective courses.

- **Marmara University, Social Projects Management and Organisation, Master’s Degree Programme**

This program admitted its first students during the academic year 2010-2011. The essential aim of this programme is to train the experts that NGOs need; in addition, the programme also aims to equip these experts with the ability of conducting scientific research about NGOs. However, the target group is not limited with the NGOs but also governmental institutions and companies since they collaborate with NGOs.

Apart from some of these academic education provided by universities, there are also research units, and local and national projects about volunteer organisations, training programmes, and certification programmes. Some of them are as follows:

1.1. **Bilim Pharmaceuticals Community Volunteers**

On its website, Bilim Pharmaceuticals states that “The Bilim Pharmaceuticals Community Volunteers platform was established in 2005 in order to place our approach to social responsibility at the heart of our corporate culture. We know that social responsibility transforms into a corporate living value only if it becomes a part of the corporate culture. Such transformation is possible only if our employees improve their social sensitivity on a platform of volunteering and popularize volunteering among all of our stakeholders and the community.

1.2. **GSM - Youth Services Centre**

GSM - Youth Services Centre was established in 1985 in Ankara, in order to contribute to the personal, social and cultural development of the young and to support their active participation in social and economic life. They cooperate with public institutions, international organisations,
NGOs and private sector organizations aiming at contributing to youth and youth policy development.

1.3. **İlim Kültür Eğitim Derneği, STK Yöneticileri Eğitim Programı**
(Training Programme for NGO Managers)
In order to bolster up the qualified human resources in NGOs, İlim Kültür Eğitim Derneği (İLKE) organizes a training programme for NGO managers. This training programme, provided by experts in this field, aims to improve the knowledge and skills of NGO managers related to management, organisational systems and management skills. Employees who actively work in any NGO in management positions can attend this programme.

1.4. **İstanbul Bilgi University, NGO Training and Research Unit**
In March 2003, in order to respond to problems and needs on institutional capacity of the volunteer organisations and to contribute their solutions, İstanbul Bilgi University constituted NGO Training and Research Unit by institutionalizing their supports towards civil society since its establishment. The Unit, which is established within a university in Turkey for the first time, aims to contribute to solving problems related to active working of NGOs strengthening the roles of NGOs in a pluralistic democracy.

1.5. **TÜSEV, Civil Society Monitoring Project**
TÜSEV (Third Sector Foundation of Turkey) was established in 1993 by Turkey's leading civil society organisations and has now grown to support network of over 100 associations and foundations that share a vision of strengthening the legal, fiscal and operations infrastructure of the third sector in Turkey. Among TUSEV's main objectives are non-profit law reform, research on civil society and philanthropy, promoting social investment and social justice philanthropy, and facilitating partnerships across sectors, as well as across borders.  

1.4 Conclusions.

To sum up, results presented here, we can draw the following conclusions:

- More of volunteers are women in Bulgaria, UK, Finland, Portugal and Hungary,
- In Italy volunteers are mainly men between 30 and 54 years old,
- Generally, volunteers are young people – under 26 years old, well educated, well-to-do, living in cities.
- Specific non-governmental entities engaging volunteers in Italy are social cooperatives;
- The NGO staff are people with a high level of education, looking for new opportunities to strengthen their competencies,
- The development of skills and education usually has an informal character: inclusion of the development of the NGO sector in the educational system was observed in our data only in Finland, the UK and Turkey,
- The motivation to participate, most often mentioned in national surveys, focus on the acquisition of project management skills, psychological communication within community, group,
- In national surveys, the most often mentioned training needs in NGOs are connected with team work, technical skills and fundraising and campaigning in local communities.

2. Questionnaire results

The next part of the empirical analysis was carried out by an online questionnaire. The basis for the creation of questions was taken from the conclusions of our preliminary national analysis and from the theoretical assumptions of the FUTUR3 project (development scenarios). The survey was prepared for the final project beneficiaries of FUTUR3 project - coordinators
working directly with volunteers. The basic aim of the survey was to determine the hierarchy of skills and abilities that seem important to specialists in the context of the development of the NGO sector in the future. The list of qualifications, subject to the evaluation of the respondents was established on the basis of a preliminary understanding of the subject and was systematised in terms of the four scenarios. The research conducted in 10 partner countries is not representative but shows the following characteristics: the nature of the profession of a coordinator who cooperates with volunteers, some expected developments in the NGO sector and the training needs of professionals.

During the research 485 statements were collected, and they meet two objectives: they present the tasks connected with working with volunteers and they help to identify training trends preferred by professionals.

In most of the partner countries, women were the main respondents. Only in the case of Turkey, the gender distribution was almost even. This can result from the specifics of the coordinator profession. It is a job that involves frequent contact with young people, requires empathy and sensitivity. In most of the cultures, these features are rather associated with women, so they usually take this type of task.

**Figure 4. The gender of surveyed respondents.**
Our data are insufficient for broader conclusions also in the case of analysis of the respondents’ age. The age range of respondents in all countries was wide. Generally, it can be said that the youngest respondents were in Romania (25% of respondents were people under 20 years) and the oldest participants filled questionnaires in Finland where 40% of respondents were over 50 years old.

However, there is a pattern in answers for the question about the level of education. 78% of our respondents mentioned a higher level of education. This confirms the previously reported trend demonstrating the enormous potential of human resources of the NGO sector. The educational profile of our respondents was extremely diverse, but you can point to the following regularities: among coordinators working with volunteers, we can find specialists in social sciences, economics and science, medical and legal fields. Generally, we can say that people with training in humanities dominate and the prevailing courses of education are: psychology, economics and marketing. The other predominant field are social sciences: sociology, social communication, ethnology, cultural studies.

Figure 5. The level of education of the respondents.

Another common feature of the professional experience of our respondents was more than three years of organisational experience. In our research, we
stated the thesis about the fast rotation in non-governmental sector due to the instability of employment (rare cases of full-time employment on contracts) and common belief about the weakness of the NGO sector. Meanwhile, it seems that the period of professional engagement in the non-profit organisation work should start from a 3-year period of cooperation.

Figure 6. Duration of work for the organisation.

In most of the studied organisations, the lead areas of activities connected with the NGO were as follows: education and research, social services, emergency and rescue services, culture and arts. The interesting thing is that sport and hobby related organisations, which are common in many of the partner countries, seem to have low representation. However, it should be analysed whether in this type of organisations there is a need to involve volunteers through professional management. In many hobby associations, members themselves fill the responsibilities of the organisation, because they represent their passions and interests and the organisations are small. Meanwhile, respondents in our research activities were connected with fields that require more from human resources.
To determine the path of the professional development of volunteer managers and coordinators, we asked the question about reasons for entering the profession. We were interested to discover whether these specialists had the freedom of taking up such tasks in their respective organisations, or if this decision was based on the educational profile of the employees. The responses show clearly that the decision for working with volunteers resulted from the coordinators’ own decisions as well as their experience in such type of work. Many respondents (25% of the total) mentioned the connection with their educational profile, but nothing indicates that these positions were filled in advance, accidentally or administratively. This observation is similar to the general characteristic of the NGO sector, which creates a flexible space to develop passions, psychological predispositions and experiences. This thesis will contribute to the realisation of different training projects, because
employees in the NGO sector are motivated to work and to progress, and that comes from their decisions and desires and not from obligation, which may be the case in other types of organisations (such as public entities).

Figure 8. The reason to undertake the tasks of the volunteer coordination.

The need for the development of the training offer in Europe seems to be quite strong. When we asked our respondents about training undertaken at the time when they were working as a volunteer coordinator, the vast majority responded in a negative way. In most of the countries, more than 70% of respondents did not participate in any training courses that helped to develop skills useful for this job. Only in Finland, Poland and Italy, the percentage of people not undertaking any educational activity is lower than 40%. In these three countries, the majority of coordinators took training usually connected with leadership skills, motivating the volunteers and
teamwork. Therefore, those are specific skills needed for management of people’s work.

**Figure 9. The training activity during the work in the organisation, negative response.**

![Bar chart showing training activity](chart.png)

Did you take a part in trainings which helped you to develop skills useful when working with volunteers?

Such courses seem to look natural when we consider the nature of the position of a volunteer coordinator. In their organisations they focus their activity on the coordination of tasks, management of the schedules, planning the needs of an organisation in connection with the level of engagement, and mobilising the volunteers. Activities related to the promotion and administration of voluntary work are taken up less frequently, which does not mean that they are useless from the point of the coordinator’s work.

Trying to determine the ranking of tasks undertaken in organisations by the volunteer coordinators we asked the question about the skills necessary to work with volunteers. Almost all respondents indicated a very broad range of the competencies, but the most necessary ones include: planning the volunteers' work, solving and preventing conflicts, the organisation of working time of the volunteers in the context of the organisation's needs, as well as fulfilling the role of a leader.
Although all the qualities were considered important it seems that the best summarization of the professionals' work is the statement of one of the experts: “First of all the coordinator must coordinate, plan the work of people who want to devote their private time for work in the organisation. There is nothing worse than a volunteer who expresses the desire to work and who is not assigned with one. The one discouraged volunteer will be worse for (a volunteer offer) organisation than 10 satisfied volunteers. That is why you need to focus on the proper allocation of tasks, taking care of telling the volunteers about their responsibilities and keeping an eye on doing the work at an appropriate time."

The sequence of respondents’ indications show that the competence associated with direct work with people and the skills of effective work management are considered the most important. Volunteer coordinators perceive their role as the leader of skilfully managing human resources, including volunteers’ personal preferences. Planning the work of the others, mitigation of conflicts, good time management and acting as a leader are the answers indicated as the most important and at the same time they have been considered the most rarely as less important in the coordinator’s tasks.
Figure 11. The skills needed to perform the tasks of a coordinator.

The last question was asked to determine the set of qualifications necessary to work in organisations in the perspective of our four scenarios for NGO development. We proposed the following sets of skills, corresponding to the potential scenarios for the development of the third sector.

**Status quo scenario (adapting to constant change),** skills diagnosis: communication, team work, project management, administration, knowledge of local and political advocacy, fundraising, tendering, public relations,
research of the needs of disadvantaged groups,

**Loose communities scenario**, skills diagnosis: a flexible and non-judgemental approach to people from other culture backgrounds, network and “lobbying”, international cooperation, work in a multicultural environment

**Growing inequalities scenario**, skills diagnosis: overcoming stereotypes, empathy, cooperation with local organisations, improving local participation, experience of working across different sectors,

**Technical scenario**, skills diagnosis: campaigning on the Internet, positioning the organisation on the web, electronic communication, social media.

All skills attached to the **Status quo scenario** are considered so-called universal skills, which seem to be necessary for each of the scenarios, and that is why this set of skills is the biggest. In the case of **Loose communities scenario**, the intercultural cooperation competencies seem to be important, while the **growing inequalities** scenario involves work in the impoverished environments and as a result the need for the empathic attitude and ability to mobilise the partners supporting the sector (e.g. the private sector). The last scenario, i.e. the **technical one**, predicts an increase in the online activity of the NGO sector, which generates the acquisition of digital skills and competencies connected with dealing with social media. The order of respondents’ answers is presented in figure 13.

It seems that respondents pointed primarily on the skills that are associated with the development of the first scenario. These are the skills that are necessary for everyday work of an organisation. Clearly, the skills that are related to open attitudes towards people from other cultures also are revealed. This may be related to the inflow of migrants, which is taking place in most European countries. The changing political conditions create new intercultural relationships, which are not peaceful in some places.
Figure 12. The skills needed in the future perspective of the organisation’s work.

- Campaigning in the internet
- Positioning on the web
- Electronic communication
- Social media
- Overcoming stereotypes, empathy
- A flexible and non-judgemental approach to people...
- Networks and “lobbying”
- International cooperation
- Work in the multicultural environment
- Cooperation with local organisations
- Experience of working across different sectors...
- Empowering local participation
- Commitment to voluntary work
- Research of needs of disadvantage groups
- Public relations: relations with the media and...
- Fundraising: local fundraising, tendering
- Knowledge of local law and political advocacy
- Administration
- Project management
- Team work
- Communication
The last question of the questionnaire was open. Respondents were asked about what kind of training they would like to attend. We wanted to know the preferences of coordinators regardless the theoretical constructs, which have been proposed in the questionnaire. The respondents’ answers were arranged into nine categories:

- Soft skills: strengthening the attitude of involvement among volunteers, effective volunteer recruitment, communication, research of volunteers’ needs, building up motivation, creating a volunteer network,
- Management of the organisation: legal aspects of the voluntary service, international law, the principles of inter-sectoral cooperation,
- Integration, intercultural education,
- Leadership, attitudes of a leader,
- Fundraising,
- Internet activities: online campaigns,
- Others e.g.: street pedagogy.

Very often respondents expressed a desire to take up training but they could not specify what area of training in which they are interested. The greatest interest among coordinators was connected with courses on how to motivate and manage the work of volunteers (24 indications). The needs connected with the burnout of volunteers, group/team management and promotion of voluntary work should also be mentioned here. Our respondents pointed to the differences in working with different age groups among volunteers and the need to strengthen social activity in general.

Another area of interest were issues related to the legal aspects and possibilities of the cooperation of their NGO with other organisations, public and private sectors and international volunteer work, as well as strengthening the cooperation between non-governmental sector on the national and international level (20 indications). Respondents mentioned projects that help with international volunteering and they expressed the willingness to participate in such ventures. At the same time, they talked about the lack of knowledge about the legal regulations of volunteering in other European countries. This knowledge is important in the context of the non-
governmental organisations' efforts to finance their activities. Employees want to be aware of the possibility of cooperation in the framework of the projects in which they could participate.

Leadership skills are the next area of interest for our respondents. They include skills that also related directly to the management of volunteers’ work (16 indications). Respondents pointed to the need of training for coaching that would have the character of professional training in the fields of time and human resources management. In the context of this training, the willingness to share the experience and gaining the specific skills were mentioned.

Training needs related to international education were the fourth training area in the popularity ranking (15 indications). Gaining knowledge about different cultures and forming attitudes of tolerance and understanding as well as openness towards others is probably resulting from the political conditions in Europe. The increasing scale of migration and growing cultural diversity in Europe create both possibilities and serious social problems. On the one hand, the need for international cooperation is increasing and on the other hand the need for shaping attitudes of tolerance and acceptance towards the new European citizens appears. The special group of the new European residents are migrants who face mainly resentment and fear. The NGO sector can become an entity that can work effectively for their integration in society.

It must be remembered that the non-governmental sector unites people with specific personality features, who engage in this work due to the ideals rather than own interest, guided by the values of empathy, faith in cooperation, and who are the main pillar of social capital in the nation states.

The other training options were indicated less frequently. Perhaps it is because of the fact that they include actions undertaken by other professionals working in the NGO organisations. It seems that the organisation of volunteer work entails a wide range of duties and the main area of the training preferences of our respondents.
3. Interviews with experts.

The last stage of the research project involved interviews with experts who expressed their opinions regarding the two main issues. First of all, they commented on the initial results of survey studies; secondly, they shared their opinions as regards the skills necessary and required in work with volunteers with reference to the sector development scenarios. In the study, we invited experts with professional experience in the scope of voluntary work coordination, who hold training sessions and courses addressed to non-governmental organisations or deal with a scientific analysis of voluntary work, the NGO sector or related issues.

The experts were asked to indicate the skills and qualifications that are important for voluntary work coordinators. The order of the skills and qualifications was determined by the survey studies.

The most commonly indicated skills required from a volunteer manager included communication and conflict resolution skills. The communication competences were understood in two ways, i.e. traditionally – as interpersonal communication skills, and technologically – as remote communication competences.

The traditional communication competences, indicated as foundations in the work with volunteers, referred to the specific nature of a coordinator's work. When working with people, a manager must take into account the necessity to face conflicts, but must also be able to delegate tasks accurately. Therefore, communication skills are becoming a feature of effective management.

"As I have mentioned above, the area of communication skills constitutes a foundation of work with people in general. Volunteers, as people acting voluntarily, need to be treated with respect and engagement, and ‘special’ attention has to be paid to proper communication with them. Good communication combines listening and an ability to provide feedback. This is based on organisation values such as for example trust, respect and truth, as well as on the needs for understanding and acceptance; and is reflected in team work considered another essential competence in contact with
volunteers. All of that affects and builds a good atmosphere of cooperation within an organisation, and serves as an important factor which has an impact on the development of the very organisation." (Hungary)

„A manager/ coordinator informed with communications skills and emphasizes networking, easily captivates those around you is recognized by others and can involve a lot of people for a common goal.” (Portugal)

“Communication: Very important to be able to communicate clear and transparent with the volunteers. Using a diversity of channels is important. Good informed volunteers gets to strong teams and independent volunteers that understand better how they can support the projects.” (Romania)

„I think that communication is one of the most important skill that a manager of volunteers should have when working with volunteers. It is very important to have an efficient communication scheme and to make sure that the communication is not working badly because this can lead to frustration among volunteers.” (Romania).

The necessity to develop competences in the field of digital communication was indicated as an area where training addressed to NGO professionals was needed.

"In the meantime, voluntary work is connected with purposeful use of information and communication technologies for example to be able to provide help to the people seeking jobs or looking for varied forms of support in professional work organisation, or to the people who require adequate forms of education, including programmes of financial support for economic initiatives. Knowledge and skills in these areas combine with the processes of networking, socialisation and the so-called CMC communication, which means abilities of efficient searching and selecting information originating from the so-called government portals, cultural portals, or – taking into account other indicators – hyperlocal portals.” (Poland)
The second most often indicated group of skills required in the work of a coordinator refers to competences in the field of volunteers' work management. In other words, according to the experts, a coordinator must primarily develop his or her communication skills in order to be able to effectively manage the work of others.

"First of all, a coordinator must coordinate and manage the work of volunteers. There is nothing worse for an organisation than a person who is eager to work but has nothing to work on. Such a dissatisfied volunteer will do more harm to an organisation than 10 satisfied people. A bad impression may have a much greater force of impact. I am against declarations, documents and rules of procedure. Obviously, not everything can be eliminated, but less is better. Efficient work, good organisation and proper actions are most important." (Poland)

“I think that the most important ones are the ability to effectively coordinate teamwork activity and time management. In some cases, subjects based upon volunteering activities are “affected” by a low-medium performance related to the ability of effectively manage a complex workflow, work under pressure, coordinate complex tasks. This tendency is evident even in presented data where respondents asks more “managing-group” skills (being a leader- mitigations of conflicts - planning works of others) than “technical-practical” ones (creating texts to promote the work of volunteer – knowledge of laws regulating the work of volunteers). That’s why the relational skills will be crucial into the next future. This process is more and more evident taking into consideration that migration flows (even forced) translate the issue of diversity management directly into our daily life contexts.” (Italy)

“The training held before the volunteer experience is very comprehensive and focused on the themes such as motivation, self-knowledge, cultural context, cultural reality of the county of destination, the volunteer profile. (...) During the volunteers experience, there is a monitoring of voluntary, meetings are held by scope (usually these meetings are held weekly) in which a raport in of the field work is done.” (Portugal)
“Project management: A good organized project and a good description of tasks and jobs to be done in the project is important for the success. It will help the volunteers to get results fast and efficient.

Teamwork: Very important to be able to create teams from the groups of volunteers. Always a team is better and can work better. Also gives the feeling to belong to a group which is a very good motivation for the volunteers. They will get involved also because of the team not just for the cause of the project.” (Romania)

The experts assessed positively the skills of a person whose behaviour is dominated by factors that determine effective management of voluntary work (planning work of others, being a leader, good time management). The ability of cooperation with groups characterised by different social and demographic features was emphasised.

„Project management: A good organized project and a good description of tasks and jobs to be done in the project is important for the success. It will help the volunteers to get results fast and efficient. Teamwork: Very important to be able to create teams from the groups of volunteers. Always a team is better and can work better. Also gives the feeling to belong to a group which is a very good motivation for the volunteers. They will get involved also because of the team not just for the cause of the project.” (Romania)

"When concentrating on the indications considered important, I would underscore the special role of work planning, as well as – taking into account national realities – I would pay attention to the exceptionally significant and slightly underappreciated ability of legal conditions awareness and conflict mitigation. These abilities are in my opinion somewhere in-between interpersonal communication processes and institutional communication." (Poland)

„I think that the most important ones are the ability to effectively coordinate teamwork activity and time management. In some cases, subjects based upon volunteering activities are “affected” by a low-medium performance related to
the ability of effectively manage a complex workflow, work under pressure, coordinate complex tasks. “ (Italy)

„The skills related to management such as: time, people and project, should also be present in everyday practice as a coordinator or volunteer manager, to go against the objectives of each activity, without compromising the operation of existing activities in the institution, they should be complementary.” (Portugal)

While describing the skills considered essential in the work of a voluntary work coordinator, the experts indicated competences linked with broadly understood interpersonal skills.

“Being a leader is important always as it includes organizing things and motivating people. Mitigation of conflicts is also important always when people do things together. I would say the most important future skills are the same as the most important skills currently: ability to work with people, to motivate, to organize, and also to work in networks, overcome sector boundaries and have digital skills.” (Finland)

„In my opinion as coordinator/ volunteer manager highlight the time management, conflict management and planning work. The volunteer area is a sensitive area, in our case, we welcome large groups of volunteers that teamwork is essential in the development of voluntary activities. The manager/ coordinator of volunteer work should bear in mind the leadership skills, with recognizes the work that is develop and becomes an example for others. (…) Another key issue is the definition of roles and/ or assigned tasks, they should be clear and meet both the needs: institutions needs and the motivations of volunteers.“ (Portugal)

One of the experts, specialising in the organisation of training for coordinators of voluntary work, indicated that the skills of volunteers' work management were the most demanded area of training for NGO professionals.

“From our point of view and experience in the cooperation with coordinators, the most important skills are good communication with volunteers, especially in difficult/crisis/conflict situations, and an ability to support volunteers in such...
conditions, with simultaneous resolution of such problems in accordance with the interests of the organisation where a given volunteer operates. Another very important skill is planning of actions, accompanied by preparation and introduction of volunteers, delegation of tasks, monitoring and evaluation. It is obviously associated with the self-management competence and other skills, sometimes referred to as time/work organisation management. Next to recruitment and motivation, this is the area we dedicate a lot of time to during our training sessions and meetings with coordinators. Moreover, coordinators are really interested in this subject matter." (Poland)

Three experts also indicated a necessity of having and developing competences linked with intersectoral cooperation.

"I am surprised at the low score of the ‘cooperation with local organisations’ competence in the entire set. According to RCW CENTERKO, the ability to establish local partnerships is inherently linked with credibility and increase of quality of organisation's activities. Joint actions may definitely enrich a single entity's offer. Openness to cooperation with others requires observance of ethical standards (included for example in the Charter of Principles of Non-Governmental Organisations), which is noticed by the very volunteers. Offers made in intersectoral partnerships are considered the future in the context of voluntary work development, financing and growth of the sector. Without funds, organisation will not be able to operate, because voluntary work alone provides limited possibilities. The condition of an organisation, its flexibility and openness to changes determine whether it will survive or not. Newly established organisations will carry out their activity based on social economy, e.g. commercial provision of care." (Poland)

„I believe that the knowledge of local legislation and political support and fundraising is important. Local and national are also very important in the performance do duties as coordinator/volunteer manager. It is important to possess of the low – national and international level that regulates the voluntary activity in order to pay a more effective and efficient service as regards the passage of information and guidance of volunteers."
Another aspect that I consider essential skills of manager / volunteers coordinator is the ability, in my particular case, fundraising and the new projects that allow to continue the work that has been developed in my association.” (Portugal)

“Cooperation with local organisations: To be able to have a better and visible impact in the local community it is important to collaborate with the local organisations. They know better the needs of the community and local volunteers. They can act as a very good partner for dissemination of results and activate local resources for the projects. They are the one that can be involved in the follow up of the projects and exploitation of results.” (Romania)

Knowledge and an ability to shape the offer of an organisation for volunteers are the last guideline referring to the skills of a coordinator. During a discussion regarding the factors that motivate volunteers, an ability to acquire professional qualifications and experience is mentioned most often. However, organisations should think about their individual potential and offer to make it a greater factor for voluntary work promotion.

"A coordinator must know what his or her organisation can offer to volunteers. We provide volunteers with a number of services. First of all – medical examinations. Our organisation has extensive contacts in the medical environment and everyone, as part of voluntary work, can complete an entire set of medical tests and examinations. On the one hand, everyone who wants to work with us is obligated to undergo medical tests, but we can do much more for our volunteers, if needed. We hire doctors and we can include such additional awards and bonuses.

Another form of motivating volunteers is organisation of mutual services, e.g. one of our volunteers studies English and organises private lessons for the people who need it. In return, we issue all certificates which confirm her teaching work and practice. She came to us to work for sick children and with time began teaching English to other employees and volunteers. We all find it extremely beneficial.
Clinical supervision and support groups, which are held relatively often, serve as basis for our volunteers and employees. If you want to become our volunteer you need to undergo and finish a complex medical course, which takes about 1 month. But that’s not enough. Disease and death are very difficult topics, especially with regard to children. Therefore, our volunteers meet – usually once a week – in support groups, which help them to overcome stress, anxiety and fear of death. But that does not refer only to own fear; it is about supporting each other during work with very sick children, which can be extremely hard. Children sometimes do not want any contact; they often rebel and every volunteer must know how to handle such situations. Sometimes we cannot touch a child, give him or her food or drink. Every volunteer must have such knowledge. That is why support groups are so important." (Poland)

„In my opinion as coordinator highlight the planning of activities and ability for information collection and on the needs and expectation of volunteers. That is because we know the motivations of those who come to as, especially for the realization of international volunteer experience, in which volunteer activates have a long time frame and are developed in different cultural contexts.

Is the essential to know volunteer and know what is the expectations, hence the importance of training before the volunteer experience, monitoring and support that is given to all volunteers.” (Portugal)

The skills of recognising volunteers' needs are associated with soft interpersonal competences. According to one of our experts, such skills are indispensable in the work with people.

"Psychological skills are of significant importance for me. I'm personally able to recognise and identify a person who can be threat to us. Only the people who are mentally healthy and have no serious health problems can work for our organisation. We cannot afford to engage people who can be a threat to our patients. Sometimes, I have to identify such a person during the first meeting. That is why I am constantly improving my skills in this area; I am developing my knowledge on psychology and behaviour disorders, because it is one of the most important skills in my work as a coordinator." (Poland)
"I believe that communication skills, teamwork and commitment to volunteer work are very important and are related to each other and also highlight to knowledge of local legislations and political support and cooperation's as fundamental in the precise of working with volunteers can positively influence our performance in as regards the forwarding of information and guidance of volunteers.” (Portugal)

Finally, the work of a voluntary work coordinator includes a series of skills of cooperation with various types of groups.

“Another important skill needed is open-mindedness, as a manager of volunteers you should include everybody, be able to work with diverse groups, understand cultures and different backgrounds that the volunteers come from and manage to reach cohesion within the group.” (Romania)

In the second part of the interviews, the experts were asked for comments to the proposed scenarios of NGO sector development.

The technical scenario is indicated as the most probable scenario of development due to the generational change in this sector, which will be linked with changes in the patterns of operations of organisations, e.g. greater importance of remote communication within the activities of an organisation.

"The organisational structures will include volunteers who represent a modern network society, characterised by extended mobile communication competences, and understand voluntary work as an activity aimed at inclusion of units in their technosocial structures and offering support in the implementation of initiatives typical for a network society, associated with among others self-employment in the IT-related sector or computer-assisted education." (Poland).

“The naturalness of social transition and the expention of information technology in all areas also in the Third sector. Information technologies could serve NGOs in different ways; it could improve productivity, increase the
overall effectiveness through better collaboration, and extend services to new communities is need.” (Turkey)

„Technological scenario may be the most appropriate scenario for the future of NGO, the others scenarios, in my point of view, have the „negative connotation” not falling in my perspective of the future of the third sector.” (Portugal)

„The naturalness of social transition and the expansion of information technology in all areas also effects the Third sector. Information technologies could serve NGOs in different ways; it could improve productivity, increase the overall effectiveness through better collaboration, and extend services to new communities in need.” (Turkey)

Technological development and an increase in the importance of virtual activity may be connected with structural changes of the sector. These changes are projected in the scope of an altered structure of future organisations and rules of volunteer mobilisation.

"As far as sector development scenarios are concerned, the most important thing is to include new forms of social activity which are developing thanks to the Internet and social media. Nowadays, people do not need organisations, identity cards or membership fees to organise themselves. Cooperatives, informal groups of people characterised by similar opinions or message boards dedicated to specific actions are blooming in the Internet. Such forms of activity may turn out to be truly effective. People are able to organise support, a party, a protest or create a form of cooperation without real organisations. Today, everyone is a member of a sort of informal virtual group and such affiliation is increasingly more often the beginning for actual operations. This form of social activity must not be omitted either in real life or in research studies over social activity, or in the operations of the very organisations. Perhaps it is the end of organisations with formal rules of membership; perhaps it is the time for mass virtual organisations that will engage people based on online marketing. This is a vision of network associations which is already visible in many places in Europe.” (Poland)
"I consider fundraising activity an incredibly important skill (omitted by the respondents taking part in the survey studies). Fundraising means pragmatic utilisation of online solutions to enable a new type of civil participation. Aspirations for this type of participation refer to the implementation of the "Frontier Homestead" concept which originated in the 1990's. This metaphor paid attention to the fact that Internet technology, development of institutional websites and hyperlocal platforms would allow all the people, who for geographical or health-related reasons are far from regional or domestic institutional centres, to participate in social processes." (Poland)

The second most popular scenario for sector development was the loose community scenario and the consequences that will shape new skills and competences of voluntary work coordinators.

“Loose communities scenario (going through social metamorphosis, mobility, variability of social relations) The NGOs need to create projects that have a visible and measurable impact in the local community. To be able to have a sustainable development it is important to be connected to the local needs and have support from the community.' (Hungary)

“I consider that the scenario most probable is: Loose communities scenario (going through social metamorphosis, mobility, variability of social relations) I think that the tendency is to move to a more open society where barriers play no role and therefore the impact of the NGOs has to be in the same rhythm of the development of the society. One of the biggest challenges for NGOs is that they need to support their communities in becoming more open and inclusive and able to cope with the new changes.” (Romania)

According to the experts who considered the loose community scenario most probable, overcoming stereotypes and professional cooperation with partner organisations will be the most important skills in the future work with volunteers.

“Overcoming stereotypes empathy and Flexible and non-judgemental approach the mobility increasing means also a bigger diversity of the
volunteers. It is important to be able to understand and be able to adapt to the multicultural volunteering environment.” (Hungary)

This scenario of development is increasingly more often linked with the clear process of migration on the global scale, which brings about a need for understanding between representatives of different cultures.

“Increasing migration may influence the answers. People working in voluntary organisations (also in general social sector) seek for justice and equality, and see the need for overcoming stereotypes / empathy and a flexible and non-judgemental approach to people from other culture backgrounds in our current situation and the future. Many women and men share this viewpoint, but female more often than men. Females also dominate in the social sector and education. However, these skills are needed also in other fields of volunteering such as sports.” (Finland)

“The relational skills will be crucial into the next future. This process is more and more evident taking into consideration that migration flows (even forced) translate the issue of diversity management directly into our daily life contexts.” (Italy)

In the experts' opinion, increasing cultural diversity needs to be taken into consideration in the context of an inflow of migrants. Together with greater cultural diversity caused by migration, we may also expect an increase in social inequalities and a necessity of including migrants in the economic system of the countries they migrate to.

“I taking into consideration the present situation, what is happening around seems to converge into the direction of the growing inequalities scenario. In this sense I think that this situation create a civil duty and a concrete opportunity for volunteering workers in the next “present” because of their specific skills of managing diversity with cooperation in daily life contexts.” (Italy)
"Perhaps we need to start thinking about international voluntary work, especially in the context of an inflow of migrants and refugees, etc. Perhaps such voluntary work would be a good solution for both parties. Let us imagine a doctor from Syria who wants to come to Poland but does not know the country and has no language competences that would allow him to work in his profession. He comes to Poland and works below his skills level. If, on the other hand, he was allowed to work as a medical doctor based on voluntary work, perhaps he could have an opportunity to understand the country, while the inhabitants of local communities would have a chance to get to know the foreigner without any threat or feeling of insecurity. Professionals from other countries could assimilate in a new, underappreciated way through voluntary work." (Poland)
CONCLUSIONS

Many of our conclusions, which must be taken into account while shaping the education model addressed to the non-governmental sector, are rooted in systematic and cultural issues. Generally, there are three main areas defining these differences: legal, economic and cultural.

1) There are definitely different legal definitions of the sector and the legal solutions which give the reason for securing the non-profit organisations in public and business activity. In Finland, the non-governmental sector is an essential part of the educational system, at the higher level of education, as there is a possibility for students to attend courses offered by the third sector, courses which are based on similar principles as in the case of studies organised by the universities. In Italy, there are relatively flexible non-governmental forms, which are seen as a significant employer in the economic system there. Those are social cooperatives, which in Poland, for example, are a form of an outdated legal structure (a law from 1982) and because of the formal and legal difficulties are relatively rare (there are no more than 1,300 social cooperatives in Poland now).

2) Individual countries have a different way how to approach the idea of the professionalisation of the NGO sector. We noted clear differences in the educational offer addressed directly to the people who want to be a professional human resource of the sector. Only in Finland and Turkey, this offer is comprehensive, holistic and professional. Studies for non-governmental experts can be found in the public and private universities. In Poland, for example, this education is random, it is a small and non-obligatory part of universities’ offer and it is not attractive for students. On the other hand, private expensive offers appear which are seen as an area of personal development and not as an activity that gives opportunities for promotion or finding job. The lack of professionalisation of workers and members of the NGO sector education very often results in a weaker participation of non-
governmental sector in the shaping of local strategies and a little political importance.

3) Training needs and qualifications that seem to be necessary for volunteer coordinators focus on the universal skills directly related to the management of the volunteers’ work. As the main area of the preferred educational activities respondents specify **strengthening of the volunteer commitment and professional management of teamwork**. In the context of collected data, it can be said that professionals in the NGO sector work according to the status quo scenario and they expect the support for their work in organisations. They want to develop their communication, cooperation and management skills (related to the role of the leader) through professional training and supervisions. Coordinators for volunteer cooperation want to be better at their job, and they need a support in finding effective ways of working with people.

4) It seems that the important needs in the context of future skills in the sector are the issues related to international cooperation and the **shaping of attitudes of openness to other cultures**. It can be assumed that these needs arise from the increasing cultural diversity in Europe, which has positive sides (student exchanges, economic migration) but also generates negative attitudes (fear of migrants, representatives of other religions). On the other hand, there is an increasing demand for training in **international cooperation and volunteering**. Therefore, it would be useful to address these issues in the training of NGOs workers. Perhaps the work of volunteers from other cultures in the national environments may be an effective way to intercultural education.

5) On the basis of our research, we can draw conclusions about the future direction of the development of the sector, in the context of the **technological scenario**. We can expect:

- new types of participation in the sector e.g. through social networks and informal groups on the internet; this type of social
activity is becoming more and more popular and effective, virtual ways of recruiting or even engaging people, particularly young, definitely should be taken into account,

- the growing importance of modern forms of communication, advertising and methods of managing the non-governmental organisation; effective mobilising of volunteers, active sharing of news on the Internet or the need for mobile reporting of the organisation’s actions suggest that IT skills will be more and more important in non-profit sector activity,

- the development of communication through information technology enables on-line voluntary work, which can take a professional form - realisation of specific projects for the organisation or an occasional for - mobilisation of volunteers or friends of the organisation in emergency situations (fundraising, collecting signatures, meeting or event organisation),

- the technological development scenario seems inevitable and requires from the employees and members an acquisition of competencies in dealing with and creating online communication; it also requires management of projects conducted by the organisations or the creation of modern marketing.

**Considering the results of this study, we propose the following actions to help the European third sector manage future skills needs:**

1. **Advancing digitalisation:** staff and trustees, as well as volunteers, will need ICT skills that especially allow them to communicate from remote locations and using mobile technologies. Along with skills, this requires making investments in infrastructure.

2. **People come first.** Both now and in the future, communication skills, team work and empowering individuals and groups are at the core of volunteer coordinators’ work. With digitalisation, the forms may change, but the skills need to be in place. As we have also identified a scenario of growing inequality, the ability to mobilise vulnerable groups is at the core here.
3. **Migration is a chance for the third sector.** Many of our respondents thought that intercultural skills and overcoming stereotypes are vital in their work, and will increasingly be so. The third sector plays an important role in integration, so this is a skills challenge.

4. **Build on diversity.** By diversity, we do not only refer to migration, but the ability to work with different age groups, religions, minorities and so on. This requires skills of overcoming stereotypes, sensitivity and communication.

5. **Collaboration in training.** In many countries, training opportunities for volunteer coordinators are scarce and sporadic. We recommend collaboration between civil society organisations, educational institutions, trade unions and professional organisations to establish concrete ways to improve the professional capacities of the third sector workforce.
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